
P.E and Sports Premium. 

The allocation for year 2020-2021 is £17,350 

This will be used to support the following 6 aims….. 

1 Embed more school activity into the school day so that pupils are having 

at least 60 minutes of activity per day 

Actions                                                                                                      Funding 

Schedule additional daily 10 minute playtime to do laps and directed        £110                                                             

challenges/circuits 

Change uniform policy so pupils wear black trainers so they                       £0   

can exercise at any time. 

Buy additional ping pong table, playground markings,                                £2,000 

circuits boards,         multiuser bikes, scooters, moveable net ball posts, 

basketball wall attached hoops, blue non slip surfacing area. 

2 Promote a more active curriculum and PESSPA profile being raised to 

enhance quality of teaching and learning 

Training for staff to make the most of actions, drama and dance to        £ 120    

cement and consolidate concepts eg. maths vocabulary horizontal, vertical etc. 

Make the most of opportunities for cross curricular links to mental health and 

healthy bodies in assemblies, science ,PSHE, and citizenship lessons.  

3 Increase the confidence and skill of staff so that sports improvements 

are sustainable. 

Purchase a P.E. scheme to support the P.E. curriculum and ensure staff are 

familiar with sequential skill development and rules of games.             £300 

4 Broader range of sports offered to pupils within the school day and after 

school. 

Drain field adjacent to yard and extend fencing to make space for ping pong 

outside tables and cycle track. Each year group has a day where they can bring 

their bikes to school and play with them at play times.                          £6,060 

Purchase cycle helmets.                                                                         £   400 



Encourage pupils to use “strava app” to create a league for most improved times 

on the cycle path around the village. Prizes to be awarded for cycling 

activity/improvements and for running times -hours of activity and improved 

speeds.                                                                                                 £200 

Year 5 and 6 pupils complete the “Cycle wise” training. 

Sports coaching in Judo and table tennis with staff observing to absorb skill of 

experts                                                                                                 £ 760 

5 Increased participation in sport for now and to form habits for future 

health. 

Once swimming pools reopen and risk assessment for coronavirus is low we will 

offer 2 additional terms of swimming.                                              £6,200 

Intent and impact of additional swimming sessions 

We discussed how to spend our sports funding with our pupils. They felt we 

should put a large investment in swimming, for safety reasons as we are on the 

coast and near rivers and lakes and also because there are local swimming 

facilities so this will be sustainable as the pupils mature and may decide 

themselves to swim regularly. We also feel that swimming gives children 

excellent exercise for physical health with less risk of injury. In addition, all 

pupils can participate in the session and unlike some other ball sports, like 

football…all pupils participate rather than having a number of pupils “hanging 

back”, or “never being passed to.” 

We feel this has been successful as all of the 8 yr 6. pupils last year were able 

to swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at least 25 

metres. All of them also received the certificate for being able to use a range 

of strokes effectively and perform safe self-rescue in water-based situations. 

 

6. Increased participation in competitive sport 

Organize a small school partnership for high 5, cross country, football, multi-

skills and gymnastics events.                                                               £1,200 

                                                                                       Total spend £17,350 

 


